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In Acclaim of the Second Child 

- for Isaac 

 

Lying in bed, feeling you swim inside of me, I tried to conjure your face but succeeded only in picturing 

a smaller version of your brother.  Your imminent arrival had at first seemed to me a blessing  - a 

second bundle of joy, a playmate for your sibling, the final piece of our family, a baby most hungrily 

yearned for.  Yet the prospect of you had grown more and more daunting as the months slid into one 

another, and gradually joy had been replaced with a gnawing doubt that ever you could evoke in me 

the same ferocity of love that your brother had summoned.  It seemed to me impossible that the love 

I had then for the fluttering idea of you could ever equate to the love I felt for the solid actuality of 

your brother. 

How young I was back then, how unknowing, and how unprepared.  How then could I ever have 

visualised the unique complexities of you, or seen you as being anything other than a smaller version 

of your beloved brother?  How, back then, could I have ever begun to imagine the ways in which you 

– lovely, distinct, little you – would cause my heart to expand? 

My first sight of you, glimpsed as I craned to see your purple-tinged body, will forever be imprinted 

on my mind and with it the pride and joy I felt on clutching you to my chest.  On meeting your brother 

for the first time, I saw him as familiar, a person I had always known and carried within me.  Gazing at 

you however, I recognised that I was seeing something previously unseen, something new and quite 

unexpected.  Once emerged from your watery cocoon, you curled on top of me like an alien creature, 

blinking up at your new world, seeming more tiny animal than living child.  Your eyes were unfocussed, 

your features strange and unknown, your cries higher in pitch and altogether more insistent than your 

brother’s.   

Who were you, this strange little creature I had borne?  At first, I cared not.  I simply held you as the 

waves of love washed over me, relieved to greet you safe and well, and reluctant to let you go even 

to your father as he stood protectively over us.  Here you were, our boy, our real, living, breathing 

baby, here in my arms at last.  Here too was the love that I had doubted I would feel, at once every bit 

equal in depth to the love I felt for your brother and also utterly different in character, even then. 

Our first days together, you and I, were quiet and slow, caged in the hospital as we initially were, your 

father largely absent while he watched your brother.  Nestled together, we grew acquainted.  Every 

day, I watched your gradual transformation, the ghost of the baby you had been the day before 

vanished by each new morning.  My little changeling child, how different you seemed to me to look 

after only a few hours asleep. 

Where I had immediately wanted to show your brother off to the world and display him proudly, with 

you I was tentative, recognising something private between us and strongly aware of your need for 

protection.  Daily, I scanned your face for hints of the man you would one day become and, though 

your smile brought tears to my eyes and unrivalled joy to my heart, I recognised nothing of myself or 

of my family in you.  Instead, traces of your father would flash across your face and I saw that you 

were more him than me, more unknown than known.  A mystery revealed only in time. 

From the very beginning, you were everything that I had hoped you would be.  You were my second 

child; a source of contentment, joy and pride.  You were a companion for your sibling; a conspiratorial 

smile, a second fountain of laughter.  You completed our family, you embodied our love and you 
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solidified us as a unit.  Yet you have also turned out to be so much more than I, lying there in the dark 

trying to picture your face, could ever have then dreamed. 

Quite simply, my darling, you are you. 

You are the dirtiest face in the house, always. You are the loudest breather, the soundest sleeper.  You 

are fluffy and fair, a duckling in human form.  You are good, and you are innocent, and you are pure.   

You are the boy who suggests giving balloons to the homeless, you are the boy who questions 

everything, you are the boy who likes to watch and write and draw.  You are the insistence on a yellow 

cup, a yellow hat, a yellow spoon.  You are stubborn and you are shrill, you are grubby and you like to 

win.  You are a grazed knee and the smell of sun lotion.  You love to wear shirts and want to wash 

windows.  You bubble into laughter at the smallest provocation, and you will drop everything for cake.  

You hold my hand and you snuggle into me whenever you can.  You have the crude toilet humour of 

a child twice your age.  You like to be sung to and you accept my tunelessness with a ready smile.  You 

are a force, a tidal wave, a little flesh and bones bag of potential.  You are my son and you are 

undeniably, unalterably and unfailingly you. 

You are so much more than just the second child I one day yearned to hold. 


